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R.A. Fisher and the Rothamsted LTEs
• Fisher (1890-1962) appointed as first statistician at Rothamsted
by John Russell in 1919
• A temporary post to “see if a statistician could do anything with
the mass of data accumulated there”
• Early papers show a focus on the data from the long-term
experiments
• 1921: Studies in Crop Variation I: An examination of the yield of
dressed grain from Broadbalk (Journal of Agricultural Science)
• 1924: The influence of rainfall on the yield of wheat at Rothamsted
(Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, B)

• Other papers on crop variation (1923, 1929) in potatoes
• 1923: simple analysis of variance without accounting for full
structure
• 1929: implementation of a Latin Square and the associated analysis
of variance model

• Early interactions with LTEs and other experiments shaped
Fisher’s ideas about the principles for designing experiments
Fisher in 1951 (Courtesy of University of
Adelaide R.A. Fisher Digital Archive)

Fisher’s Principles for Designing Experiments
• Developed by Fisher, alongside the analysis of variance method, in a letter to ‘Student’ (W.S.Gosset) in 1923, and in
Statistical Method for Research Workers (1925), “The Arrangement of Field Experiments” (1926) and The Design of
Experiments (1935)

• Initial focus on providing reliable estimates of the errors in field trials, and thus providing a basis for assessing
whether treatment effects are real
• Design concepts not all new ideas, but a coherent theory (ANOVA) developed for analysing trial results,
incorporating these concepts
• Replication
• Improves precision of information about different treatments (t-test), but formalised to provide comparisons within ANOVA

• Randomisation
• Early trials often systematically arranged – randomisation allowed assumptions about independence upon which test of
significance were based

• Blocking (local control)
• Dividing trial site into areas expected to be have similarly – allows removal (in ANOVA) of sources of variation (soil
heterogeneity) that are not of interest

• Factorial treatment structure
• Recognition that not all comparisons are of equal interest – answering multiple questions with increased power or using
reduced resources – included incomplete factorial structures (i.e. common controls)
• Confounding information on some treatment terms (assumed negligible) with blocking to focus on key treatment terms

Survey of current LTEs – Rothamsted Research
• Broadbalk, Hoosfield Barley, Park Grass
• Some pseudo-replication introduced – sections (blocks?) on Broadbalk,
repeated treatments in Park Grass even in 1919
• Major challenge still with lack of randomisation and lack of blocking
• Factorial structures introduced – generally as sub-plot treatments (pH on
Park Grass, N levels on Hoosfield Barley, rotations on Broadbalk – creating a
criss-cross design!)
• Analyses possible based on considering the variation between years (as
presented by Fisher!), and (for Broadbalk) the variation between staggered
rotations

• Ley Arable Trials
• Foster/Highfield are fairly simple designs – few treatments, replicated
• Woburn has a complicated design! Blocks at different phases of the
rotations, each block split for 8 rotation treatments, further split for FYM
application, further split for N application! Test crops in one block per year

Survey of existing LTEs – GLTEN
• Not a well-designed survey!
• Information on 25 trials provided by initial contributors to GLTEN activities
• At least 10 years of data since last major change

• Mostly described as Randomised Complete Block Designs (15) or Split-Plot designs (9), plus 1 Split-Split-Plot
design
• With rotation treatments, blocks often in different phases of the rotation
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Are we wasting resources?

• Number of treatments ranges from 4 to 48, majority with 10 or fewer
• Numbers of plots range from 12 to 160 – four trials with more than 90 plots, six trials with fewer than 30
plots
• Plot sizes range from 25 m2 (5m by 5m) to 59800 m2 (130m by 460m)

Design approaches for new LTEs
• Need to be representative and relevant
• Can results be directly related to farmer/grower
practise?

Identify aims and
objectives

• Need to be flexible
• Approach needs to allow future modifications –
changes of treatment levels, or addition/deletion
of treatment factors

• Should be influenced by purpose of experiment
• Comparison of specific treatments (or
combinations of treatments)?
• Understanding of underlying systems?
• Modelling (empirical or mechanistic) of underlying
processes?
• Validation of mechanistic models?
• Demonstration of best practice?

Identify treatment
factors

Identify available
resources

Identify treatment
combinations

Identify constraints
on resources

• Still applying Fisher’s statistical design principles!
• Separate consideration of resources and
treatments

Construct design

Statistical Design Ideas – Incomplete Block Designs
• Blocks do not need to contain complete replicates of the
treatments
• A useful approach for Mother-Baby trials or other On-Farm
trials?
• Include carefully selected subsets of treatments in each block
(different ‘Baby’ sites)
• E.g. for 5 treatments A – E with only resources for 4 plots per site
• Needs 5 sites for a ‘balanced’ design (easy to analyse)
• Can find ‘balanced’ designs for combinations of numbers of
treatments (t), block sizes (k) and replication (r) or number of blocks
(b)
• But analysis tools can cope with unbalanced designs!

• Separate design component concerned with environmental
characteristics of the ‘Baby’ sites?
• Design to provide good information about the range of
environments

• Extension of principles to cope with different block sizes within a
study
• Augmented incomplete block designs incorporate a control
treatment into every block (Z as control)
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Statistical Design Ideas – Confounded and Fractional Factorials
• An approach that copes with an interest to explore the combined impacts of
multiple factors but where resources are limited and/or constrained

A1 B0 C1

A0 B1 C0

• As numbers of factors and factor levels increase, the total number of
treatments increases
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• Block sizes and/or total resources may be too small to include all treatment
combinations
• Factorial structure provides “hidden replication”
• Confounded Factorials
• Confusing component of treatment model (usually high-order interaction) with
differences between blocks
• Without replication, cannot separate interaction effect from block effect – so
confound effects considered to be negligible

• Fractional Factorials
• Only observe a carefully selected subset of the full set of factorial combinations
• Chosen to “sacrifice” information about model terms (usually high-order
interactions) of negligible interest
• Other model terms are aliased – usually assume information relates to simpler
model term

• Can provide a basis for including additional treatment factors –
though potentially leading to unreplicated or partially replicated
designs
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Statistical Design Ideas - Split-unit Designs
• Statisticians generally advise to avoid these as they are less efficient
than RCBDs
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• Should just be driven by practical constraints on how treatments
are applied
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• An application of confounding where a factor main effect is
confounded with blocks – need to have replication to obtain any
information about main effects, but usually poor power
• Extensions with multiple strata (size of experimental unit) either
nested (split-split-unit) or crossed (criss-cross (e.g. Broadbalk!))
• Conventional approach is also rather constraining – must have
same number of sub-units in each main unit
• Recent re-development in industrial statistics to non-orthogonal
split-unit designs
• Concepts of “hard to change” and “easy to change” factors

• Allows different numbers of sub-units in each main unit
• A possible approach where “rotation length” is a treatment factor
• Considered for new LSRE at Rothamsted Research

• Potential application to ‘Baby’ multi-site designs

7yr – Crop 3
7yr – Crop 1
7yr – Crop 6
7yr – Crop 4
7yr – Crop 7
7yr – Crop 5
7yr – Crop 2

3yr – Crop 1
3yr – Crop 3
3yr – Crop 2
5yr – Crop 4
5yr – Crop 2
5yr – Crop 5
5yr – Crop 3
5yr – Crop 1

Statistical Design Ideas – Replication in time or space?
• LTEs naturally provide replication of treatment effects over time
• Also provide an opportunity to model impacts of climate and
weather on treatment effects (as explored by Fisher!)
• Replication in space and/or time important for rotation
treatments
• Allows separation of impacts of weather from impacts of rotation
and other treatments

• Common confounding of rotation phase with blocks, or
inclusion of plots at all phases of a rotation
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• Do we need replication in both space and time?
• Analysis of individual crop responses between treatments
within year and between years (including interactions
(weather))
• Analysis of aggregated (over plots) rotation responses within
each year
• Analysis of aggregated (over year) rotation responses allowing
for interaction of phases with years

Statistical Design Ideas - Purpose of Experimentation
• Comparison of treatments (components) or modelling of a system?
• Conventional “blocked factorial” designs can be “optimised” for the comparison of
treatments
• Using basic principles as developed by Fisher
• Factorial treatment structure allows assessments of different components
separately and in combination (interactions)
• How much are we interested in complex interactions? Can we interpret
them?
• Confounded factorial designs (or fractional factorial designs) could be a
useful tool to allow exploration of more complex systems
• Response surface designs allow the exploration of responses to quantitative inputs
• Often focussed on finding the optimal combination based on polynomial
functions
• Can be extended to also consider qualitative inputs
• And can be developed to consider non-linear response functions
• But depends on knowing the “driving” explanatory variables

• Different input factors can just be a means to generate contrasting systems
• Interest in relating system outputs to system inputs – a model-based analysis
• Ideally want to generate a wide range of uncorrelated values for each of the
different inputs
• Use of prior information/mechanistic models to identify treatment
combinations required?

Final thoughts
• Statistical design principles developed at Rothamsted by Fisher are still relevant for new lTEs
• Statistical analysis tools now available allow more imaginative design approaches to be used
• Focus of new LTEs should be on exploring whole systems rather than comparing impacts of different
components
• Requires a model-based analysis rather than a conventional statistical analysis
• Using simulation models to design more effective experiments?
• Adaptive treatments considering a range of initial conditions and impacts of environmental variation
• Assessing multiple objectives and assessing interactions, feedback and trade-offs
• Network design (using game theory?) to address question about cooperative land/crop management
• What are the questions that we want to design new LTEs to be able to address?
• Is there a need for a completely new statistical design approach?

